YOU
Name
Close Quarter CQ
Ability
Ranged Ra
Fortitude
Vitality (Max )

FIRST MATE
Close Quarter CQ
Ranged Ra
Fortitude
Vitality (Max )
Expedition

SURGEON
Close Quarter CQ
Ranged Ra
Fortitude
Vitality (Max )

THE CREW
Close Quarter CQ
Ranged Ra
Fortitude
Crew number

SUPPLIES
Clean water
Rum
Pickled radish
Wild yam
Fermented fish
Citrus
Bandages
Tinctures
Antiseptic
Antidote
Cloth
Timber
Cannonballs
Chainshot
Bombs
Cutlasses
Flintlock Pistols
Oil

Days
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
If ye shall mark off
day 18, turn to reference
1000 immediately

Items, notes and clues
Codewords

The hold

Ship
Integrity
Speed
Cannons
Additional

Gold coins
Treasure
Reference
Bookmark

Events A1 A2 A3 B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3 D1 D2 D3 E1 E2 E3 F1 F2 F3 G1 G2 G3 H1 H2 H3 J1 J2 J3